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ACCC InfoCore™ Technology was developed by CTC Global to provide an innovative method of 

confirming the integrity of the ACCC® Core. The ACCC InfoCore™ System utilizes optical fibers 

embedded in the composite core of the ACCC® Conductor which allows the core to be inspected 

in a simple and effective process. Through the optical fibers, light signals can be transmitted 

and received. This technology enables crews to confirm the core integrity which helps to ensure 

a successful installation.

How it Works- The process begins by accessing the core at each end, prepping the core ends 
using tools provided in the ACCC InfoCore™ Verification Kit and sending light signals through the 
conductor core using a light transmitter and receiver/recorder. 

n	 Transmitter (light source) is attached to one end of the ACCC Core.
n		 Receiver (specialized camera) is attached to the other end.
n		 Controller (custom tablet) operates the camera and records the results.
n		 Core prep generally takes less than five minutes and only seconds for the receiver to confirm or 
 flag core integrity.

With the ACCC InfoCore™ Confirmation System, inspecting the integrity of the core is simple, safe 
  and highly effective. This technology is designed to confirm core integrity in minutes. Alternate 
    methods include CT Scan, X-ray inspection, and magnetic pulse technology but these devices 
      are very slow and expensive. Conventional, Infrared and corona cameras generally cannot 
        detect core failures.
 
             Summary- The ACCC InfoCore™ Conductor is commercially available and currently being 
                installed globally. There is no performance difference between ACCC® Conductor and 
                  ACCC InfoCore™ Conductor. ACCC InfoCore™ Field Verification Kits are low cost, 
                    easy to use, and CTC Global’s Master Installers are available to demonstrate and 
                      train others.
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